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hey baby teaching long songs
in the ESL classroom
dale T griffee joshi seigakuinSeiga juniorkuin college

this is the fourth in a series of four
articles on using popular songs in the
second language classroom the first
article hey baby teaching songs that
tell stories in the ESL classroom
appeared in the TESL reporter vol 23
no 3 july 1990 and featured four
techniques 1 tell them A story a way
of introducing a story song 2 strip
songs a listening technique that provides
students with the lyrics 3 paraphrasing
a writing and discussion technique that
uses paraphrasing as a way of working
with vocabulary and meaning and finally
4 point of view a discussion technique

for students at the intermediate level and
above

the second article hey baby
teaching short and slow songs
appeared in vol 23 no 4 october 1990
and featured five techniques 1 drawing
the song a drawing technique which gave
several ways of using drawing to work
with vocabulary 2 pictures a way to
work with pictures to introduce
vocabulary 3 the clozealoze passage an
overused but effective listening andor
prediction technique that provides students
with lyrics 4 song cards a listening
and physical manipulation technique that
gives a way to reinforce vocabulary and
5 song word puzzles another

vocabulary enrichment technique

the third article hey baby teaching
short and fast songs appeared in vol
24 no 1 january 1991 and featured five

techniques 1 did you hear it which
can be used to introduce a song by
preteachingteachingpre vocabulary 2 vocabulary
song which can be used to give students
the lyrics by means of listening 3

definitions which makes the matching of
words and definitions into a game 4
song lists an easy discussion technique
and 5 theme words a higher level
discussion technique

this fourth and final article deals with
long songs it begins with a short
discussion on the distinctive features of
song gives a definition of long songs and
concludes with four techniques that are
compatible with long songs

what makes A song A song

although songs have elements in
common with speech and poetry they are
a unique form both songs and speech are
vocally produced are linguistically
meaningful and have melody both songs
and poetry use words to convey meaning
both are usually written down before
publication both can be put to music and
both can be listened to eg a poetry
reading for poems and a concert for songs

nevertheless songs have their own
identity and they function differently than
speech or poetry it is possible to note at
least three features of songs 1 songs
convey a lower amount of information
than poetry even though poetry can be
heard we usually read it which permits
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longer and more dense information 2
songs have more redundancy than poetry
songs achieve redundancy by devices such
as borrowing of lines from other songs
proverbs catch phrases and cliche as well
as alliteration it is this high degree of
redundancy that makes songs sound so
simple especially as compared to the
complexity and subtlety of poetry the
simplicity of songs is not however a
weak point because a song is heard for a
short time simplicity redundancy and a
certain expectedness contribute to our
understanding 3 songs have a personal
quality that makes the listener react as if
the song were being sung for the listener
personally we are joined through the
direct quality of the song words unlike a
movie actor in a film talking to another
actor to the singer and through the singer
to others in the audience even if we are at
home rather than at a concert thus songs
have a socially unifying feature for the
selected audience songs create their own
world of feeling and emotion and as we
participate in the song we participate in
the world it creates As mark booth states
the song embodies myth and we step into

it booth 1976

what are long songs

long songs represent the majority on
top 40 charts they are usually four
minutes or longer in duration most long
songs are fast As an example think of
almost any madonna song about twenty
or twenty five per cent of long songs are
slow however for example billy joels
im in a new york state of mind long

songs are not divided into long fast songs
or long slow songs because the tempo
does not seem to have any effect on the
techniques techniques that work with
long fast songs are equally effective with

long slow songs frequently long songs
are not very easy to sing and present a
series of images rather than tell a story
for many of our students these songs are
the same as rock songs

A possible lesson plan

long songs are so numerous and they
have so many possible thematic variations
that it is difficult to recommend techniques
that will be compatible with all long
songs what follows is a general technique
for getting lyrics to songs when the lyrics
are not easy to understand titled pop
songs when words are impossible to
catch following that is a possible lesson
plan for lower level classes and consists of
all purpose questions before listening
questions to introduce the song
vocabulary song described elsewhere
griffee 1991 to give students the lyrics

mistakes change everything gives
students additional practice with
vocabulary and structures and vocabulary
association outlines an easy discussion
technique

pop songs when words are
impossible to catch

many popular songs are sung in such a
way that the words difficult to catch but it
is often just this kind of music that
students most want to listen to rather
than using only slow and easy to
understand music in your classroom this
technique makes it possible to play music
with difficult to catch lyrics before you
begin obtain the full lyrics of the song and
prepare them to be handed out students
will have the full lyrics in three steps
step one is to listen to the song with no
text or preparation the students level of
understanding will be close to zero ask
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what words they could catch step three is
to play the song again but this time read a
line before playing the song in other
words read a line and play a line students
will not understand all the vocabulary nor
will they retain much in long term
memory but they will understand and
recognize that what you are saying is
indeed what is being sung step three is to
pass out the full text and have the students
listen again while they are looking at the
lyrics in three short simple steps you
have taken the students from almost zero
to full understanding finally discuss
vocabulary idioms grammar and any
other questions

extensions
1 in step three instead of passing out

the full lyrics pass out a dozed form
of the lyrics you have many options
as how much to clozealoze for a low
class clozealoze easy to catch words for a
slightly higher class clozealoze full phras-
es or every 5thath word for a high class
give only the first two or three words
in each sentence

2 after completing step three have the
students turn the complete lyrics over
listen and fill in a dozed passage
you will have to decide how many
times to listen then compare their
clozealoze lyrics and the full lyrics that
you previously gave them students
will be able to see for themselves
what words and phrases they cannot
hear

all purpose questions

this technique works with all song
types and is a collection of questions
divided into prelisteningpre questionslistening while
you listen questions and follow up
questions these questions can be used to

1 introduce a song 2 quiz students on
their reaction to a song 3 gage theirthen
grasp of content or 4 work on grammar
points such as future and past tenses
before you begin look at the questions
below and decide which ones to use be
selective dont try to use them all tell
the students the name of the song and any
additional information you know that you
feel might be helpful then ask the
questions write them on the board or
pass them out play the song and discuss
the answers

before listeningLis questionsweningLening
1 what type of music do you think this

will song will be rock country
folk etc

2 do you expect the singer will be man
woman over 30under30 30under US brit-
ish etc

3 Is this song going to be happy or sad
4 will the song be fast moderate or

slow
5 what are some of the words you ex-

pect to hear
6 in one word or phrase what is this

song going to be about
7 do you think you are going to like

this song

while listeninquestiqns
these questions must be based on the

actual lyrics of the song
1 check or tick all the
2 write down all the
3 answer these truefalsetrue questionsfalse
4 count the times you hear
5 did you hear or
6 listen and tell me who what when

where why did is are

ammafteraft litenmgjquesjliqns
1 what kind of music was this
2 how did you feel while you listened

4

r liswning quqsdqns
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3 what did you think about while you
listened

4 what words do you remember now
5 would you like to listen again why

or why not
6 would you like to listen to another

song by the same singer or group
7 did you notice how you moved your

body when you listened
8 how would you describe this music
9 have you ever heard this song before

this type of song where
10 what do you think the singergroupsinger

looks
group

like
11 if you had to give this song a new

title what would it be
12 what happened in the composers life

to make himherhigher write this
13 what is one word in this song that

best describes it
14 what is the one word or what are

some words not in the song that
best describes it

mistakes

this is a technique which raises the
consciousness of students about their
mistakes and was inspired by the mistakes
I1 found on record album lyric sheets it
works with all songs and with all class
levels before you begin think about
common mistakes your students make
such as spelling singular and plural
agreement verb tenses omitted and incor-
rect prepositions insert the mistakes in
the lyric sheets you prepare for handouts
in class hand out the lyric sheets
containing the mistakes listen to the
song and ask students to underline
unusual ungrammatical items or things
that just dont make sense include some
lines with no mistakes

extensions
1 hand out the lyrics before you listen

and ask the students to underline the
mistakes discuss any mistakes the
students find then play to verify or
find additional mistakes

2 use this technique as a initial diagnos-
tic test early in the semester include
as many common mistakes as you
can hand out the lyrics but dont dis-
cuss them listen and ask students to
underline count and tabulate the mis-
takes this will give you an idea of
what students can and cant hear and
where you might want to work do
the same song with the same lyric
mistakes at the end of the semester to
measure improvement

vocabulary association

this technique works with vocabulary
through word association individual words
from a song are selected students are
asked to list additional words that they
associate to form word families this
helps students remember vocabulary in
groups rather than as isolated units select
a song and make a list of the vocabulary
you want to work with sometimes its
helpful to select words that focus on a
content theme or structures eg nouns
adjectives adverbs prepositions or
negatives

before you begin make your vocabulary
list available to students for example
dictate the words for spelling practice
then hand out the song lyrics listen to
the song and ask students to circle the
words in the lyrics from the list as they
hear them sung then ask students to
write two or three words they associate
with each word on the original list
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Word from Song Example Associated Words

black night, big, lost

give present, like, action, ribbon

Finally, have students compare their lists
and discuss them.

In Conclusion

Our young students are the new
generation. They were born at a time in
which most of them, no matter where
they were born, know each other's songs,
and English language songs lead this
movement. Songs are part of what makes
a generation a generation and the current
generation is a global generation rather
than a parochial one. The world is
evolving a common culture and pop
songs are its backbone. By using pop
songs in your classroom, you and your
students are participating in the emerging
world culture.
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